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NOTICE 
This report  was  prepared as an account of Government sponsored work. Neither 
the United States, nor the National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA), 
nor any person acting on behalf of NASA: 
A.)  Makes any warranty o r  representation, expressed o r  implied, with 
respect to the accuracy, completeness, o r  usefulness of the information 
contained in this report ,  o r  that the use of any information, apparatus, 
method, o r  process disclosed in this report  may not infringe privately 
owned rights; o r  
B . )  Assumes any liabilities with respect to  the use of, o r  for damages 
resulting from the use of any information, apparatus, method o r  process  
disclosed in  this report. 
A S  used above, "person acting on behalf of NASA" includes any employee or 
contractor of NASA, o r  employee of such contractor, to the extent that such 
employee or contractor of NASA, or employee of such contractor prepares ,  
disseminates, or provides access  to, any information pursuant to his employ- 
ment or contract with NASA, or his employment with such contractor. 
Requests for copies of this report  should be referred to 
National Aeronautics and Space Administration 
Office of Scientific and Technical Information 
Attention: A FSS-A 
Washington, D. C. 20546 
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ABSTRACT 
_ -  
Experimental resul ts  a r e  presented on a fast-heatup low-power (5 to 20 wa t t s )  
resistojet  suitable for the attitude control and station keeping of a 500-pound 
synchronous satellite. Propulsion performance measurements  obtained with a 
stainless steel  heater tube indicate thrust levels of the order of 0.70 x lom3 
pounds at 200 seconds specific impulse with an electrical  input power of 12 watts 
and an ammonia flow rate  of 3 . 2  x 10-6 lb/ sec.  It is anticipated that operation 
with a tungsten tube heater element with ammonia as a working fluid w i l l  lead 
to specific impulses close to 300 seconds at the 0.10 to 1 x 103 - pound thrust  
level, and at energy conversion efficiencies of about 20 percent. 
weight analysis on an ammonia resistojet (specific impuse - 270 seconds) at- 
titude and orbit control system f o r  a 3-year mission of a 500-pound satellite 
A preliminary 
indicates a total system weight of 85 pounds compared to nearly 200 pounds for  
a low thrust  (specific impulse - 75 seconds) chemical system. 
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SUMMARY 
The overall objective of this program is to c a r r y  out r e sea rch  and development 
on both pulsed and continuous resistojet thrustors  for operation from 5 to 5000 
watts. 
thrustors  suitable for the attitude and orbit  control of sattellites in the 500-  to 
1000-pound class.  
this application should have characteristic thrust  levels from 0. 1 0  to 1 x 
pounds and characterist ic impulse bi ts  from 
Work i s  presently being concentrated on the development of 5- to 50-watt 
Preliminary system studies have indicated that thrustors for 
to 10-3 lb-sec. 
There a r e  two basic concepts for the low-power resistojet  thrustor. 
thermal storage and fast heatup. In the thermal  storage resistojet ,  thrustor 
power is continuously supplied to  the heater element and only the propellant 
flow is pulsed. The heat capacity of the thermal  storage unit is sufficiently 
great  that the temperature of the heater element remains essentially constant 
during short  propellant pulses. In the fast-heatup resistojet  thrustor both the 
power and the propellant flow a r e  pulsed. 
device, the heat capacity of the fast-heatup device is held to  a minimum. The 
advantages of the thermal storage device include no thermal cycling, minimum 
time delay between input signal and resulting impulse bit, and constant power 
input, which reduces system complexity; the main disadvantage of the thermal 
storage unit is the high average power consumption, and the resulting large 
system weight. The pr imary advantage of the fast-heatup unit is low average 
power consumption; disadvantages include the necessity for frequent thermal 
cycling and the existence of a delay time between the input signal and the time 
that the thrustor is a t  operating temperature. 
These are 
In contrast  to the thermal storage 
Experiments have been carr ied out with both thermal  storage and fast-heatup 
units operated a t  power levels between 10 and 50 watts. 
storage unit consisted of a composite tungstenizirconia heater element with 
axial  gas flow passages. 
unit weighed approximately 10 grams, and a t  2000"K, had a heat content of 
6000 joules. The prototype, fast-heatup resistojet  consisted of a thin-walled, 
high-temperature metal  tube which had a 0. 38 mm (1 5 mil) inside diameter, 
a 0. 70 m m  (28  mil) outside diameter, and was 2 c m  long. 
thrustor weighed approximately 50 x grams and had a heat content of only 
about 30 joules at 1500°K. The minimum average power input to maintain the 
thermal  storage unit at a n  operating temperature of 2000°K was established to 
be a t  l eas t  of the order  of 10 watts. 
thrustor operated a t  a 5-percent duty cycle, which is typical of the 500-pound 
satellite application, was a n  order  of magnitude lower. 
the experimental effort is currently directed to the design and development of 
the fast-heatup device. 
The prototype thermal 
The The heater was surrounded by radiation shields. 
The fast-heatup 
The average power level for the fast-heatup 
Based on these resul ts  
-1- 
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A crit ical  problem in the development of any propulsion system i s  accurate 
thrust  measurements. 
measuring thrusts down to 
mately 100 cps. 
four horizontal wires in tension. The 
vertical  displacement of the platform, resulting f rom the applied engine thrust ,  
is measured by a linear differential t ransformer,  which has an ultimate sensi  - 
tivity of 0.3 x inch. 
A simple thrust  stand has  been developed, capable of 
The thrust stand consists of a horizontal plate supported by 
pounds, and.at  a frequency response of approxi- 
The thrust  axis of the engine is vertical. 
Typical thrustor performance for the fast-heatup resistojet  using a stainless 
steel  heater element and ammonia is characterized by thrust  levels f rom 
to 10-3 pounds, specific impulses up to 225 seconds, and power inputs f r o m  
5 to 20 watts. 
cent. 
allow operating temperatures of 2000°K will resul t  in specific impulses up to 
300 seconds. 
The overall electric-to-thrust power efficiency is about 20 per - 
It is anticipated that operation with a tungsten heater element which would 
A single -axis resistojet  attitude control system package is being designed and 
constructed for evaluation on the air bearing a t  the NASA Lewis Electric 
Propulsion Test  Facility. The attitude control package will include the r e s i s  - 
tojet thrustors, ammonia tankage, control and power conditioning system, and 
sensors  for the determination of the position of the position of the tes t  vehicle. 
Preliminary estimates,  based on the thrustor performance results,  have been 
made of the weight of a three-axis attitude control and station keeping system 
for a 500-pound satellite. 
3 -year mission; the 85-pounds includes allowances for tankage, controls, struc 
ture ,  solar cells ,  valves, and thrustors. h i s  interesting to note that a state 
of the a r t  chemical control system, which operates a t  a thrust  level of 
pound, would require 175 pounds of propellant alone for the same 3-year 
mission. Thus, although questions a r e  st i l l  open on thrustor reliability, the 
low-power (5  to 50 watts) fas t  -heatup resistojet  holds considerable promise 
for attitude and orbit control of satellites i n  the 500- to 1000-pound class.  
The total system weight is about 85 pounds for a 
-2- 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
This is the f i r s t  Quarterly P rogres s  Report submitted under contract NAS 
3-5908,  entitled Resistojet Research and Development - Phase 11: th i s  report  
covers  the period 6 July through 30 September, 1964. 
A. PROGRAM OBJECTIVES 
The objectives of this program a r e  to pursue r e sea rch  and development of 
electrothermal thrustors  of the resistance type in  the power range f rom 5 watts 
to 5 kw. 
plored. 
50-watt input power level, with possible application to attitude control and 
station keeping of a 500-pound synchronous satellite. 
tion of the program is to  demonstrate control about a single axis using the air 
bearing facility at the NASA Lewis Research Center. 
Both pulsed and continuous operation of the thrustors are to  be ex- 
During this first quarter ,  attention has been focussed on the 10-to 
An objective of this por- 
B. PROGRAM ORGANIZATION 
This program originates f rom the Electric Propulsion Office of the NASA Lewis 
Research Center. 
Research Center. The Project  Director at Avco RAD is Dr. R. R. John. Other 
participants in this research and their areas of principle contribution are: 
Messrs .  W .  Huss and K. Clark and D r s .  S. Bennett, A. Tuchman and H.Noeske, 
Thrustor  and Tes t  System Design and Development; Mr. C. Stewart, Thrustor 
Heat Transfer ;  Mr. J. T.  Smith, Materials Development; Messrs .  R. Coulombre, 
P. Bergstrom, and J. Vullo, System Design. 
Mr. Henry Hunczak is Project  Manager for  the NASA Lewis 
C. PROGRAM SCHEDULING 
This is the f i r s t  Quarterly P rogres s  Report, and summarizes  technical pro- 
g r e s s  under contract NAS 3-5908. 
been previously submitted in Monthly Let ter  Reports 1 (10 August), 2 (10 
September) and 3 (10 October). 
Data on contract costs and manpower have 
- 3 -  
11. RESISTOJET ENGINE DEVELOPMENT 
A. REQUIRED ENGINE PROPULSION PERFORMANCE CHARACTERISTICS 
1. Minimum ProDellant Reauirements 
In the evaluation of electric o r  other propulsion devices for the attitude 
control and station keeping of satellites, the main c r i t e r i a  to  be considered 
a r e  system reliability and weight. 
liability of the different systems can be compared only within the constraints 
established by a particular mission. The operating principles of a thrustor 
can be generalized; however, the propulsion performance required of an 
attitude control and station keeping thrustor system must be associated with 
a particular mission. 
Further ,  the relative weights and r e -  
The major portion of the overall program effort is currently being concen- 
t ra ted on the development of resistojets suitable for the attitude control and 
station keeping of a satellite with specifications s imilar  to those shown in  
table I. 
TABLE I 
SATELLITE MISSION AND DESIGN REQUIREMENTS 
Satellite type Synchronous 
Satellite s i z e  
Configuration Right c i rcular  cylinder 
Weight 500 pounds 
Roll moment of 
Pitch and yaw moment 
Moment a r m  2 feet 
Inertia 41. 2 slug-ft2 
of iner t ia  32. 7 slug-ft2 
Attitude and station tolerances 
Attitude *O. 5 degree 
St ation *O. 1 degree 
Attitude disturbance torques 
Disturbance torques 0 t o  500 dyne-cm 
Lifetime 1 to  3 yea r s  
-4- 
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The major vehicle attitude disturbance torque at the 24-hour altitude is due 
to solar radiation pressure ' ;  other torques result  f rom gravity gradient, 
interaction of onboard electromagnetic fields with external fields, etc. If 
seconds) the minimum required correction angular impulse for a single 
axis is (500 dyne-cm) x (3.15 x lo7 seconds) = 15.7 x l o 9  dyne-cm-sec/ 
year /ax is  or  1170 lb-f t -sec/year /axis .  Assuming a 2-foot moment a r m  
for the attitude control thrustors,  the minimum required impulse for atti- 
tude control is 585 lb-seclyear laxis .  
the assumed 500 dyne-cm disturbance torque acts for 1 year (3. 15 x 10 7 
The minimum possible value for the control thrust  is given by (500 d ne- 
cm) / (2  feet) (30.4 cmlf t )  = 8. 24 dynes or  (8 ,24  dynes) x 2.248 x 10-'1b/ 
dyne) = 0.0185 x 
thrust  level does not appear t o  be within the state of the art. The vehicle 
must thus be controlled by a ser ies  of impulse bits each of which has a 
greater  amplitude than the 1. 85 x 10-5 pounds required for minimal control 
of the 500-pound satellite. 
pounds. The reliable operation of a thrustor  at this 
The major perturbations on the vehicle orbit a r e  due to Ear th  triaxiality 
and the sun/moon perturbation. Correction for the sun/moon gravitational 
perturbations is 163 fee t / sec /year ,  assuming an optimum thrust  mode of 
two nodal firings per  day 3; the Ear th ' s  triaxiality requires3 a correction 
of 7 feet /sec/year .*  Thus, the minimum required velocity correct ion for 
station keeping is about 170 fee t / sec /year .  
modes, this value might increase to  270 f ee t / s ec /yea r .  
pulse to maintain the 500-pound satellite on station for 1 year is AVM = 
(170 fee t / sec)  (500 lb/32. 2 feet/sec2) = 2640 lb-sec/year .  
impulse required for station keeping is to be compared to the 1755 lb-sec/  
year  required for 3-axis attitude control. The minimum impulse require-  
ment for the 500-pound satellite is then 4395 lb-sec/year .  
Fo r  nonoptimum applied thrust  
The minimum im-  
This value of 
. 
The fuel required to produce a given impulse J Fdt  is, of course,  a func- 
tion of the specific impulse and is given by J Fdt/Isp.- Values of the mini- 
mum amount of propellant required during a 3-year t ime period for the at- 
titude control and station keeping of the design satellite a r e  presented in  
table I1 and figure 1. The total effective impulse is 4395 lb-sec /year  o r  
13,200 lb-sec for 3 years .  
'See appendix A, 
-5-  
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CONSTANT DISTURBANCE 
TORQUE :SO0 DYNE -CM 
I I I I I 1 1 1 1  I I 1 I I I I  
2 3 4 8 E T E O  I 
10 100 
SPECIFIC IMPULSE,ucondr e.4.izzse 
1000 10,000 
Figure 1 MINIMUM PROPELLANT REQUIREMENT FOR A 3-YEAR ATTITUDE AND ORBIT 
CONTROL OF A 500-POUND SATELLITE 
- 6 -  c 
TABLE 11 
SATELLITE PROPELLANT REQUIREMENTS-MINIMUM 
(TOTAL REQUIRED IMPULSE, 13,200 SECONDS) 
Specific Impulse 
z 
lSP 
(seconds) 
50 
100 
20 0 
300 
500 
1000 
5000 
10000 
Propellant Weight 
for Attitude Control 
Wprop AC 
(pounds) 
~~ ~ 
105 
52. 5 
2 6 .  3 
17. 5 
10.5 
5 .3  
1. 05 
0.53 
Propellant Weight 
for Station Keeping 
Wprop SK 
(pounds) 
159 
79.5 
39.7 
26. 5 
15. 9 
7 . 9  
1.59 
0.79 
Total 
Propellant 
Weight 
Wprop., total 
(pounds) 
264 
132 
66 
44 
26. 4 
13. 2 
2 .  64 
1. 32 
It is t o  be s t r e s sed  that the preceding propellant requirements a r e  "ideal" 
values. 
t ro l  logic, and the nature and frequency of the applied impulse bits. 
unlikely, however, that the actual propellant requirements will be more 
than a factor of 2 or  3 greater than the values shown in table I1 and figure 1. 
In the idealized case it is noted that the absolute weight saving in  propellant 
obtained by increasing the specific impulse from 50 to 300 seconds is 220 
pounds; this is a considerable fraction of the total 500-pound weight of the 
satellite. 
attain 300 seconds in  the attitude control and station keeping thrustors  is 
considerably l e s s  than 220 pounds there  will, of course,  be considerable 
motivation to  use the 300-second system. 
The flactualt t  propellant requirements depend on the type of con- 
It is 
If the weight of the power supply and other equipment required to  
Thus far attention has been focused on idealized attitude control and station 
keeping systems. No mention has been made of the size,  i. e. , thrust  and 
duration, and the frequency of the impulse bits required for actual satellite 
control. The following sections present a highly simplified discussion of 
satellite control logic with the purpose of establishing the width, amplitude, 
and frequency of the applied impulse bits required for satellite attitude and 
orbit  cont r ol 
2. Soft Versus Hard Cvcle Operation 
F o r  a given disturbance torque on the satellite, r d  , there a r e  two basic 
control cycles for  applying the control impulse bit, Kc; these a r e  the soft 
-7- 
cycle and the hard cycle. 
pushes the vehicle in one direction, and the control impulse bit, Kc, pl1.shes 
it back the other way. The control impulse bits a r e  scheduled such that dl 
the control impulse goes into countering the disturbance impulse. All the 
propellant is used to counterbalance the disturbance torque. In the hard 
cycle, on the other hand, some of the delivered impulse counters impulse 
delivered at the other end of the cycle as well as the applied disturbance 
impulse. As a result, the propellant consumption in  the hard cycle is 
greater  than that for soft cycle operation at a given disturbance torque 
level. It is therefore advantageous to control the attitude of a satellite by 
means of soft as opposed to hard cycle operation. 
In the soft cycle, the disturbance torque, rd , 
F r o m  equation (1) i t  immediately follows that, for a given impulse bit and 
vehicle, the disturbance torque must be greater  than a cr i t ical  value in 
order  to establish a soft limit cycle. 
torque required to establish soft cycle is given by equation ( 2 ) .  
The minimum value of the disturbance 
KZ l 2  1 
7d),in = - - ( 2 )  
4 0'1 
As might be expected, the la rger  the applied control impulse bit the la rger  
the applied disturbance torque sufficient t o  bring about a soft limit cycle. 
3. 
AS indicated, in the soft limit cycle the input disturbance, r d  , is exactly 
counterbalanced by the average torque introduced by the attitude control 
Soft and Hard Cycle Propellant Requirements 
-8- 
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In order that soft cycle operation be attained, it is sufficient that the control 
impulse bit be equal to o r  l e s s  than the impulse bit given by the equation 1 
where, 1 is the thrustor moment a rm,  8* is the attitude angular accuracy, 
I is the vehicle inertia, and r d  is the disturbance torque. 
mum impulse bit which can be used and still have soft cycle operation in- 
c reases  with increase in the attitude angular accuracy, with increase in 
vehicle inertia and increase in  disturbance torque. 
impulse bit which can be tolerated for soft cycle operation of the design 
satellite as a function of disturbance torque a r e  presented in figure 2.  
Thus, the maxi- 
Values of the maximum 
Refering to  figure 2, assuming a maximum disturbance torque of 500 dyne-cm 
the control impulse bit must be l e s s  than about 5 x 
hand i f  the disturbance torque is only 5 dyne-cm, the control impulse bit 
must be reduced a factor of ten to 5 x lb-sec in order  t o  assure  soft 
cycle operation. 
lb-sec. On the other 
. 
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thrustors.  
cycle operation is given by 
The basic equation for the total impulse required for soft limit 
j d d t  = ' l \ F d t  = NLK, 
mission all 
pulses 
(3) 
where,  N ,  is the total number of impulse bits per  mission and F is the am- 
plitude of the thrust  pulse. The propellant flow during an impulse bit is 
given by F/ISp ; the total propellant used during an impulse bit is J Fdt/I 
SP 
KC/Isp . The propellant used during a mission is NK/ISp.  Therefore,  the 
propellant weight is given by 
= 
'P'OP - ISP - Isp Isp 
where,  T,, i s  the total mission time. 
The number of cycles is immediately given by 
Referring to equation (4),  the required weight of propellant for soft cycle 
operation increases  linearly with the disturbance torque and mission time 
and is inversely proportional to the specific impulse. Values of the fuel 
consumption per  axis fo r  a 3-year mission, as a function of disturbance 
torque and engine specific impulse, a r e  shown in figure 3.  
the propellant consumption for soft cycle operation is independent of the 
absolute magnitude, length, o r  amplitude of the impulse bit; propellant 
consumption i s  only a function of the total value of the disturbance impulse, 
rd T, , and not of the individual values of the disturbance torque o r  mission 
t ime.  This is not the case ,  as will be discussed below, for hard limit 
cycle operation. 
It is noted that 
In the hard limit cycle, the t ime averaged applied control torque i s  much 
greater  than the disturbance torque, 7 d .  
occurs  when the disturbing torque i s  zero; in this situation there  w i l l  always 
be a hard limit cycle. Fo r  the case of zero  disturbance it can be shown that 
the required propellant weight i s  given by 
The limiting case ,  of course, 
-10- 
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1 Kc2 T, 
= 
‘prop 4 I$* I,. 
and the number of cycles/mission is given by 
The hard limit cycle fuel consumption ( T d  = 0) is thus proportional to  the 
square of the control impulse bit and inversely proportional to the attitude 
angular accuracy and vehicle inertia. Clearly, to  reduce the hard limit 
cycle fuel consumption the applied control impulse bit must be kept small. 
An increase in  the control impulse bit by a factor of 10 will increase the 
fuel consumption by a factor of 100. 
For  example, if  1 = 2 feet, K, = 
( 3  years) ,  I = 41.2 slug-ft2, e*  = 0. 5 degree (0.00875 radians) and I 
300 seconds, the required propellant weight for ze ro  disturbance torque is 
0.44 l b / a d s .  If the control impulse torque were increased to 10-2 lb-sec,  
the propellant weight would r i s e  to 44 pounds. 
lb-sec,  T, = 9.45 x lo7  seconds 
= 
SP 
It is difficult to  write a general relation for propellant consumption in the 
hard limit cycle when rd # 0;  however, equation (6)  gives a reasonable 
estimate of the fuel consumption between the disturbance torque at which 
the system goes into a hard limit cycle and zero disturbance torque. 
4. Duty Cycle Requirements (no warmup period) 
The duty cycle is of interest  since it affects the demands on the power 
supply. The duty cycle is  defined as the ratio of the t ime when power is 
being delivered t o  the engine to  the total mission time. 
resistojet it is possible that the engine will be heated close to  operating 
temperature before the g a s  is turned on; i n  this situation the thrust  t ime 
is l e s s  than the power-on t ime. 
of the case in which the power-on and thrust  t imes a r e  equal ( twarmup 
0 ) ;  i n  the following section the power-on t ime is assumed to be greater 
In the case of the 
The present section contains an analysis 
= 
than the thrust  t ime ( t  warmup # 0). 
In the soft limit cycle the total  impulse delivered i n  the course of the 
mission exactly counterbalances the disturbance impulse. 
(5) the duty cycle, 7 ,  is given by 
F r o m  equation 
-12- . 
The duty cycle is independent of the width of the impulse bit, tthrust, and 
only depends on the amplitude, F . If the applied torque, F, is large the 
duty cycle is small. 
In the hard limit cycle with 7d = 0 the duty cycle becomes, f rom equations 
( 4 )  and (7), 
t2thrust 
4 I e *  I =  
(9) 
The duty cycle thus increases  with the thrust level and with the square of 
the thrusting time. 
The power input to an electric propulsion thrustor  is given by 
2.18 x lo-* T ISp watts 
- 'input 
€ 0  
where, T is the thrust in  millipounds andco is the ratio of thrust  power to 
electric input power. F o r  example, at a thrust  of 1mlp  (millipound), a 
specific impulse of 300 seconds, and an overall efficiency of 25 percent 
the required input electrical  power is 26  watts. 
In the attitude control thrustor system f o r  a satellite there  may be at least  
nine thrustors.  
greater  than 100/9 o r  11. 1 percent the basic power supply output must be 
increased beyond that required fo r  a single thrustor.  
If the duty cycle for each of the individual th rus tors  is 
5. Dutv Cvcle Reauirements lwarmun Deriod) 
When the thrustor warmup time is not negligible, the duty cycle becomes 
(11) 
N(Tthrust + 'warnup) 
' I=  
'm 
Therefore, for the soft limit cycle, f rom equations (8) and (1 1) the duty 
cycle becomes 
o r  
-13- 
If Twarm,p is small  compared to  Tthrust 
ever ,  if Tthrust 
decreased or the impulse bit increases .  
become large at large 7d . If the impulse bit is increased too much the hard 
cycle will occur for la rger  7d and propellant consumption wi l l  increase.  
the duty cycle is unchanged. 
is increased to make this the case ,  then either F must be 
If F is decreased too much 77 wi l l  
How- 
In the case of 7d = 0 with a hard limit cycle equation (9)  becomes 
l F  T2 thrust 
418.  7 7 =  
Thus, f o r  the hard duty cycle, if the warmup time is equal to the thrust 
t ime the duty cycle i s  increased by a factor of 2. 
6. Impulse Bit Length and Thrust  Amplitude Requirements for Satellite 
Attitude Control 
F r o m  the relations presented in the preceding sections, i t  is possible to  
bracket the values of the thrust  amplitude and impulse bit length required 
for satellite attitude control. The satellite under consideration will be 
that described in table I. 
a. 
disturbance torque and can be determined f rom equation (8) for zero 
warmup time and equation ( 1  3) for positive warmup time. 
duty cycle f o r  any individual thrustor i s  assumed to be equal to o r  l e s s  
than 5 percent, i. e. 5 0 . 0 5 .  
dyne-cm. 
The minimum tolerable thrust level i s  a function of duty cycle and 
The required 
The maximum disturbance torque is 500 
b. At the other extreme, one upper thrust  limit is fixed by the duty 
cycle f o r  hard cycle operation at zero disturbance torque; this limit 
can be determined from equation (14) for a positive warmup period. 
c .  
that it is advisable, f rom the viewpoint of propellant consumption, t o  
hold soft cycle operation to as low a disturbance torque level as possi- 
ble. 
purposes of calculation i t  is assumed that the soft cycle is to be held 
to a disturbance torque of 50 dyne-cm. 
Finally, another upper thrust limit is fixed by the requirement 
The minimum thrust  requirement is given by equation (1) ;  for 
Results of calculations f rom the preceding relations a r e  presented in figures 
4 through 8. 
pulse bit length, Tthrust , for zero warmup time. The lowest horizontal 
line corresponds to  the minimum thrust (0 .37  x 
with a 5-percent duty cycle and a 500 dyne-cm disturbance torque. 
Figure 4 presents  a curve of thrust  amplitude, F versus  i m -  
pound) compatible 
A lower 
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value of the applied thrust w i l l  result  in  duty cycle grea te r  than 5 percent 
pe r  thrustor. The upper value of the applied thrust  is fixed either by the 
requirement for a soft limit cycle o r  a 5-percent duty cycle at zero distur- 
bance torque. This situation is i l lustrated in figure 4. 
soft limit cycle down to 50 dyne-cm disturbance, the applied thrus t  must 
be below values given on the curve F Tthmst = 1.15 x 10-3 lb-sec.  The 
requirement for a 5-percent duty cycle at zero  disturbance torque is l e s s  
severe and can be established by having the control thrusts below values 
on the curve giver. by F Tthrust = 3. 55 x lb-sec . The useful opera-  
ting area i s  given by the shaded a r e a  in figure 4. F o r  zero  warmup time 
the thrust should be of the order  of 1 mlb, the thrust  t ime of the order  of 
1 second, and the impulse bit about lb-sec. At 300 seconds and 25 
percent overall energy conversion efficiency, the power input would be 2 6  
watts .  
In order  to hold a 
2 
Figures 5 through 7 present values of thrust  amplitude versus  impulse bit 
length for thrustor warmup t imes of 0. 50, 1. 0, and 2 .  0 seconds. In com- 
parison with the results shown in figure 3 for zero warmup t ime,  the oper -  
ating range is greatly reduced with increase in warmup time. In particular 
the very small  impulse bits have been eliminated since they would result  in 
excessive duty cycles at the la rger  disturbance torques. In all cases ,  up to 
2-second warmup time, the allowable operating range i s  determined by the 
requirements that a soft cycle can be maintained for rd 2 50 dyne-cm and a 
duty cycle smaller  than 5 percent at a disturbance torque of 500 dyne-cm. 
The results a r e  summarized in figure 8. 
function of thrust time. The horizontal line gives the maximum allowable 
impulse bit in order  to maintain a soft limit cycle for rd 1 5 0  dyne-cm. 
The other lines indicate for warmup t imes of 0,  0. 5, 1 and 2 seconds the 
minimum impulse bit to keep the duty cycle of each thrustor  l e s s  than 5 
percent at a disturbance torque level of 500 dyne-cm. 
clusions can be reached from figure 8. 
Impulse bit size i s  plotted as a 
The following con- 
1. 
of the control impulse bits. Since small  input bits a r e  desirable to 
maintain a soft cycle at the lowest values of the disturbance torque, 
r d ,  and to reduce the propellant consumption, i t  is desirable to mini- 
mize the warmup time. 
Increase in warmup time increases  the minimum allowable values 
2.  
achieved by reduction in the thrust time. F o r  warmup t imes in  excess 
of 0. 50 second, however, little reduction can be achieved in the size of 
the minimum impulse bit by reduction in the thrust  t ime below 500 
msec. 
At a given warmup time some reduction in impulse bit can be 
-20-  
3. Thrust t imes in excess of 3 seconds and warmup t imes much great-  
e r  than 2 seconds will violate either the duty o r  soft cycle boundary con- 
ditions. The maximum allowable power on t ime will thus be about 5 
seconds pe r  pulse. Assuming an upper power limit of 100 watts pe r  
thrustor,  an operating temperature of 2000°K, and a tungsten thrustor,  
the thrustor will have to weigh much l e s s  than 250 x 10-3 gram to pe r -  
mit it to  come up to operating temperature i n  the allowable time. 
Thrust  
Level 
(mlb) 
0. 50 
1.00 
5.00 
10.00 
4. 
1-second duty cycles substantially l e s s  than 5 percent will be hard to  
achieve. 
It appears c lear  that with anticipated warmup times of the o rde r  of 
Total Thrust  Nodal Thrust  Thrustor 
Time Time Power 
(hour s) (hours) (watts) 
4.00 2.00 13. 1 
2.00 1.00 26. 2 
0. 40 0.20 131 
0 .20  0.10 262 
7. Impulse Bit Length and Thrust Amplitude Requirements for Satellite 
Station Keeping 
The station keeping system operates in a substantially different mode than 
the attitude control system. 
required to maintain the orbit of a stationary satellite is the effect of solar-  
lunar attraction. 
lunar-perturbations is 7.2 lb-sec/day (MAV = 15.6 slugs x 0.461 f t /sec/day)  
assuming two nodal firings per  day. If the thrust  is applied continuously, 
the total impulse required to correct the solar  lunar perturbations can be 
as much as 11.7 lb-sec/day. 
lb-sec of impulse/day requires 26.2 pounds of propellant for a 3-year mis- 
sion, while 11.7 lb-sec/day of impulse requires  42.6 pounds of propellant. 
Including a tankage factor the propellant weight penalty for continuous rather  
than impulsive thrusting can be as much as 20 pounds. 
The major contribution t o  the total impulse 
The total impulse required each day to correct  the solar 
At a specific impulse of 300 seconds, 7 .2  
Table I11 presents values of the total thrusting t ime pe r  day as a function of 
thrust  level to  obtain the required 7. 2 lb-sec of impulse. 
table 111 are values of the required thrustor  power assuming a 300-second 
specific impulse level and an overall energy conversion efficiency of 25 
percent. 
Also included in 
TABLE 111 
-21- 
. 
Referring to  table 111, it is likely that at thrust  levels greater  than 1 x 
pounds to 2 x pounds the input AV can enerally be considered to be 
impulsive; at thrust  values l e s s  than 1 x l o J  more than 7. 2 lb-sec of i m -  
pulse w i l l  probably be required to  make the North-South correction. 
calculations, presently in progress ,  will be required to  evaluate the magni- 
tude of the increase in required impulse. 
however, it appears that station keeping thrustor will operate at between 1 
and 2 mlb, power levels between 25 and 50 watts, and for t ime periods of 
the order of 30 to 60 minutes. 
Exact 
F r o m  the resul ts  obtained to date, 
The total energy requirement per station keeping pulse is about 25  watt- 
hours.  
The batteries can be charged with about 2 watts of solar cells  which at 
0.25 lb/watt weigh only about 0. 50 pound. 
ment appears quite feasible. 
The batteries required to store 25 watt-hours of energy (assuming 
50 percent depth of discharge and 10 watt-hours/lb) 4 weigh about 5 pounds. 
Thus the station keeping require- 
8. Summarv of Resistoiet Performance Characterist ics Reauired for 
Satellite Attitude and Orbit Control 
The resistojet performance characterist ics required for the attitude and 
orbit control of a 500-lb satellite ( s ee  table I )  assuming a maximum dis- 
turbance torque of 500 dyne-cm, soft limit cycle operation at disturbance 
torques greater than 50 dyne-cm, and a maximum 5-percent electric power 
input duty cycle pe r  axis is presented in  table IV. 
TABLE IV 
RESISTOJET PERFORMANCE CHARACTERISTICS REQUIRED FOR 
SATELLITE ATTITUDE AND ORBIT CONTROL 
Char act e ri s tic s 
Thrust level, mlb 
Thrust time, seconds 
Impulse bit, lb-sec 
Warmup time, seconds 
Power level,  w a t t s  
Attitude 
Control 
0. 50 to  1 .0  
0. 50 to 1 .00  
0 .  to to 1.00 
1 
10 to 50 
Station 
Keeping 
1.0 to  2 . 0  
1000 to 5000 
1 to  10 
-- 
25 to  75 
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The thrustor requirements for attitude control and the requirements for 
orbit control tend to some extent overlap each other. 
w i l l  show whether they should be the same or separate  thrustors.  In the 
case  of the attitude control thrustors  by reducing the thrust  level and in- 
creasing the thrust time, the operational requirements on the propellant 
control values a r e  minimimized. 
Only detailed studies 
B. MEASUREMENT OF ENGINE PROPULSION PERFORMANCE 
1. Thrust  Measurement 
A crit ical  tool in the determination of thrustor  performance for satellite 
attitude control and station keeping is a thrust  stand fo r  the accurate deter-  
mination of the engine thrust-time response. F o r  the present study, as 
indicated in table IV, the stand must have the capability of detecting thrust 
levels as low as (0.  10 mlb) and a time response at this thrust  
level of 10 x 
pound 
second (10 msec). 
The thrust  stand designed for this application is based on a simple wire-  
in-tension techniques and is shown in figure 9. A photograph of the stand 
i s  shown in figure 10. The engine system horizontal mounting bracket is 
supported by four wires  in tension. The wires  a re ,  in turn, connected to  
a surrounding aluminum ring which is shock mounted by means of springs. 
The thrust  axis of the engine is vertical; the engine and i t s  propellant tank 
a r e  located on the mounting bracket. 
The entire assembly is located in a transparent bell j a r ,  and the bell jar 
is evacuated to pressures  of 
diffusion pump. 
conduction losses  can be the predominant energy loss mechanisms (input 
power -10 watts) for resistojets operated at a few mm of Hg p res su re ;  
thus i t  is necessary to operate the low-power resistojet  in a relatively 
"hard" vacuum to  prevent all the input energy f rom being conducted away 
to the surrounding environment. 
mm of Hg and below by means of a 4-inch 
Order  -of -magnitude calculations have made it clear that 
A simplified analysis of the transient behavior of the thrust stand is based 
on the behavior of a string when loaded with a mass ,  M. F o r  the simple 
analysis the ratio of string to mass  weight is assumed to be small ;  an analy- 
sis for finite values of string to mass weight is presented in  appendix B. 
The equation of motion for a string of length, L, in tension is given by 
d2 Y 
M -  = - Mg - F - 2T sin 6 
dt 
Y 
L 
= - Mg -F - 4T - 
-23-  
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Figure 10 THRUST STAND 
P12477-B 
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where,  F is the applied force and y i s  the displacement. 
The solution to this differential equation is 
4 T  4T 
The inclusion of damping modifies equation (15) to read 
d2y  f dy 4T F - + - - + -  y = - g - -  
dt2 M dt ML rn 
where, f / M  dy/dt i s  the damping te rm.  
The displacement i s  given by r I fT -- MgL FL 
4T 4T 
y(t)  = -- - - 
where 
and 
s in  (at + 4 )  1 
2wM 
f 
tan 4 5 - . 
2M 
f 
F o r  times long compared with-, this decays to the steady position given 
by 
as expected, 
Figure 11 shows a plot of the two cases :  (a )  no damping and (b) moderate 
damping. 
which damp the oscillations in  just a few cycles, the frequency of oscilla- 
tion i s  essentially the same f o r  the damped as for the undamped situation. 
The actual period for the damped curve shown is 
As can be seen f r o m  figure 11, for moderate friction effects 
7 
P, = - .JE T sec 8 Pd = -m m 
- 2 6 -  
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Thus moderate damping of the thrust  stand resul ts  i n  only minor changes 
in  the period of the stand. 
In the actual thrust  stand, shown in figures 9 and 10, the central support 
bracket is essentially supported by two strings;  the tension t e r m  in the 
above equations must thus be replaced by 2T. The wire weight is about 
0.01 pound, and the weight of the engine, propellant storage tank, e t c . ,  
is about 2 pounds; the condition that wire weight to string weight is much 
l e s s  than unity is therefore satisfied. 
The displacement of the engine support as a function of applied thrust  is 
given by 
FL 
8T 
y e- 
o r  the engine thrust is given by 
8T 
YL 
F E- 
F o r  a fixed value of the string tension to length ratio the minimum detect- 
able thrust level is  inversely proportional to the displacement, y ; similarly,  
for  a fixed detectable displacement, y , the minimum detectable thrust  var ies  
directly as the string tension to length ratio. It is noted that the minimum 
measurable thrust  is independent of the mass  of the engine system, M .  
6 Figure 12 presents curves of minimum measurable displacements of 10- , 
3 x l o m 7 ,  and inch. The displacement transducer presently installed 
on the thrust measurement system (Sanborn 581 -25-1) has a minimum 
displacement capability of 3 x 10-7 inch. This value may be decreased to 
as little as 10-7 inch 
595DT-005BM). 
o rde r  of 0. 10 mlb can be detected with a string tension to  length ratio of 
about 50 lb/in.  
reducing the T / L  ratio; however, as will be shown below there is a c o r r e s -  
ponding decrease in the thrust  stand response characterist ics.  
with the installation of a new transducer (Sanborn 
At the 3 x 10-7 inch displacement leve1,thrusts of the 
The minimum detectable thrust  level can be decreased by 
The natural frequency of oscillation of the thrust  stand is given by 
u LE n 
and the natural t ime period is  
The natural frequency of the thrust  stand, unlike the minimum detectable 
thrust  level, is a function of the mass,  M , of the engine system. Figure 
13 presents a plot of natural frequency, U ,  as a function of T / L  ratio for 
-28- 
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engine system weight of 2 pounds, which is comparable to the actual 
system weight. 
measurements presented in this report  was about 40 cps corresponding to  
a tension to length ratio of about 40 lb/in. 
displacement of 3 x 10-7 inch this corresponds to  a minimum detectable 
thrust  level of 10-1 mlb. Estimated values of the natural frequency, 
t ime constant, and minimum detectable thrust ,  as a function of T / L  ratio 
for  an engine system weight of 2 pounds and a displacement transducer 
capable of detecting 3 x 10-7 inch is presented in table V. 
The natural frequency setting of the thrust  stand for the 
Assuming a minimum detectable 
Natur a1 Frequency 
Re spon s e 
(CPS) 
10 
20 
40 
80 
320 
160 
6 40 
TABLE V 
Time 
Con st ant 
(seconds) 
100 10-3 
50 10-3 
25 10-3 
12.5 
3.12 10-3 
6.25 x 10-3 
6. 24 x 
FREQUENCY RESPONSE VERSUS MINIMUM DETECTABLE 
THRUST LEVEL AND STRING TENSION/LENGTH RATIO 
(engine mass-2 pounds; minimum displacement, 3 x 10-7 inch) 
rension/ Length 
Ratio 
(lb/in. 1 
2.5 
10 
40 
160 
6 40 
2560 
10240 
Minimum Thrust  
Level 
(pounds) 
0.006 10-3 
0.  024 10-3 
0.10 10-3 
0.40 10-3 
1.60 10-3 
6.40 x l o m 3  
25.6 x 
The response of the thrust  stand as summarized in  table V appears t o  be 
satisfactory for measuring the required resistojet  performance indicated 
in table IV. 
thermal  drift during hot engine operation. It is felt that this problem can 
be alleviated by suitable thermal shielding, and work to  this end is present- 
ly in progress.  
The major present problem with the thrust  stand is that of 
2. Mass Flow Measurement 
The propellant flow ra t e s  associated with the low-power resistojet  thrustor 
are of the order  of 1 t o  10 plb/sec,  a range of mass flow which makes direct  
ra te  metering difficult. 
mass flow rate is based on measuring the p re s su re  r i s e  in  a known volume, 
In brief, the bell j a r  containing the thrustor and thrust  measuring system 
is evacuated to  a value of the order of m m  Hg, and then isolated f rom 
the pump. 
The technique which has been used to determine 
Propellant is then allowed t o  flow, with a given setting of the 
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crit ical  metering orifice, for a period of t ime usually chosen as 100 seconds. 
The pressure in the bell jar is then measured,  after a short  wait t o  allow 
thermal  equilibrium, and the known bell jar volume, p re s su re  r i s e ,  and 
flow time a r e  used to determine the mass  flow rate. 
r i s e  i s  of the order  of several  hundred to severa l  thousand microns,  and 
thus readily measured. 
Typically the p re s su re  
3 .  Power Measurement 
Engine input power i s  obtained as  dc f r o m  a set of storage batteries.  
and voltage a re  measured with precision meters .  
rheostats . 
Current  
Control is obtained with 
C . RESISTOJET DESIGN PHILOSOPHY 
There a r e  two basic concepts for the low-power resistojet  thrustor.  
thermal  storage and fast heatup. In the thermal  storage resistojet ,  thrustor 
power i s  continuously supplied to the heater element and only the propellant flow 
is pulsed. The heat capacity of the thermal  storage unit is sufficiently great 
that the temperature of the heater element remains essentially constant during 
short propellant pulses. 
and propellant flow a re  pulsed. In contrast to the thermal  storage device, the 
heat capacity of the fast-heatup device is held to a minimum. 
These a r e  
In the fast-heatup resistojet  thrustor  both the power 
The advantages of the thermal  storage device include no thermal  cycling, mini-  
mum time delay between input signal and resulting impulse bit, and constant 
power input, which reduces system complexity; the main disadvantage of the 
thermal  storage unit is the high average power consumption, and the large r e -  
sulting system weight. The pr imary advantage of the fast-heatup unit i s  low 
average power consumption; disadvantages include the necessity for frequent 
thermal  cycling and the existence of a delay t ime between the input signal and 
the t ime that the thrustor is at operating temperature.  
Experiments have been car r ied  out with both fast-heatup and thermal  storage 
units operated at power levels between 10 and 50 watts. 
of these experiments is presented in the following two sections. 
eve r ,  the results a r e  as  follows. 
of a composite tungsten-zirconia heater with axial gas  flow passages. 
e r  w a s  surrounded by radiation shields. 
g rams,  and at 2000°K had a heat content of 6000 joules. 
heatup resistojet consists of a thin-walled, high-temperature metal  tube which 
has a 0. 38 mm (15 mil) outside diameter and i s  2 cm long. The fast-heatup 
thrustor  weighs approximately 50 x 
about 30 joules a t  1500" K. The minimum power input to maintain the thermal  
storage unit at  an operating temperature  of 2000°K w a s  established to be at 
l eas t  of the order  of 10 watts. The average power level for the fast-heatup 
A detailed description 
Briefly, how- 
The prototype thermal  storage unit consisted 
The heat- 
The unit weighed approximately 10 
The prototype fast- 
grams and has a heat content of only 
- 3 2 -  
thrustor operated at a 5-percent duty cycle, which i s  typical of the 500-pound 
satellite application, w a s  an order  of magnitude lower. 
the experimental effort  is presently being concentrated on the design and develop- 
ment  of the fast-heatup device. 
Based on these results 
D. FAST HEATUP RESISTOJET THRUSTOR DEVELOPMENT 
1. Thrustor Configuration and Operating Range 
The prototype thrustor configuration is presented i n  figure 14; a photograph 
of the unit is shown in  figure 15. The device simply consists of a heating 
element, gas valve, and exit nozzle. The prototype heating element con- 
s is ted of a stainless s tee l  cylindrical tube which had a n  inside diameter of 
0. 35  mm, an outside diameter of 0. 70 mm, and was  2 c m  long. The exit 
nozzle throat diameter w a s  a nominal 0. 10 mm. 
The present unit was constructed of stainless steel, which has a limited 
temperature capability, (1600OK) because of the ready availability of thin- 
walled tubing. F u t u r e  units will be constructed of m o r e  refractory metals 
such as tungsten. Radiation shields and other insulation have been eliminated 
t o  simplify. It is felt, however, that due to  the small s i ze  of the unit any  
required shielding wi l l  be minimal. Current is passed through the heating 
element through electrical  connections at the thrustor  base and on the exit 
nozzle. 
The range of experimental operating variables used to  establish the pe r -  
formance characterist ics of the stainless steel fast-heatup resistojet  unit 
are summarized i n  table VI. The working fluid was ammonia. 
TABLE VI 
EXPERIMENTAL OPERATING VARIABLES FOR THE 
FAST -HEATUP THRUSTOR 
Variables Range 
Input current  3 t o  12 amperes  
Input voltage 
Input power 
Ammonia flow 1 to  10 x lb/sec 
0. 50 to  2. 5 volts 
0 to  25 watts 
Chamber p re s su re  
Heating element resistance 
5 to 50 psia 
0.12 to 0.13 ohms 
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The resistance of the heating element remained remarkably constant a t  
0. 1 2  to 0. 13 ohm for the currents  shown in  table VI. 
2. Heat Transfer Characterist ics of the Fast Heatup Heating Element 
The basic question to be answered in the development of the fast-heatup 
heating element is whether or not the lightweight element (order of milli- 
g rams)  can provide sufficient surface a r e a  to  t ransfer  heat to the gas flow. 
A plot of maximum heater element temperature as recorded with an opti- 
ca l  pyrometer as a function of electrical  power input to the heater and 
ammonia flow rate  is shown in figure 16. 
heater t o  temperature increases  markedly with increase in ammonia flow 
rate. 
The power required to bring the 
The additional power must  be going into the gas. 
Figure 17 indicates engine chamber p re s su re  as a function of heater current  
for different ammonia flow rates.  
increases directly with flow rate  as expected. 
chamber pressure increases  with current,  again indicating a t ransfer  of 
heat from the heater to the ammonia flow. 
At zero current  the chamber p re s su re  
At a fixed flow ra te  the 
From continuity considerations, the resistojet  chamber pressure is given 
by a relation of the form 
7
P-A, J$ 
where P i s  the chamber p re s su re ,  A, is the throat area, T is the gas 
stagnation temperature,  and rn is the g a s  molecular weight. 
the chamber pressure when the engine is running hot, p 2 ,  to the chamber 
pressure when the engine is running cold, P1, is given by 
The ratio of 
p2 I T 2  rnl 
p 1  J T1 m2 
The temperature-molecular weight ratio, T2rnl/T1 rn2 , can be considered as 
a thermodynamic property of the working fluid. The thermodynamic prop- 
e r t i e s  of ammonia a r e  presented in appendix F. Figure 18 presents a curve 
of g a s  temperature versus  temperature-molecular weight ratio as a function 
of engine hot-to-cold chamber p re s su re  ratio. Measurement of the ratio 
of engine chamber pressures  for hot and cold operation can thus lead to a 
reasonable estimate of gas stagnation temperature without knowledge of the 
engine throat area.  
The chamber pressure measurement is made at the entrance to  the heater,  
and the pressure r e fe r r ed  to in equation (25) is the p re s su re  at the entrance 
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to the exit nozzle. 
entrance pressure  due to frictional pressure  drop through the heater. 
This pressure drop can be a s  much a s  10 .percent of the heater inlet p res  - 
sure;  however, since the cold and hot flow frictional pressure  drops a r e  
of the same order of magnitude, the effect of the pressure  drop due to 
friction 
The inlet p ressure  tends to  be higher than the nozzle 
on the pressure  ratio,  p2/P1, i s  relatively small. 
Figure 19 shows a curve of gas temperature  a s  estimated from the hot to 
cold pressure ratio a s  a function of maximum engine temperature.  
imposed on the experimental results i s  the ideal curve corresponding to the 
gas temperature being equal to the engine temperature.  At a given engine 
temperature the gas temperature decreases  with increase in mass  flow. 
Physically as the gas flow is  increased there  i s  not sufficient heater a r e a  
to being the gas up to  engine temperature.  
Super- 
The heat transfer processes  within the heater a r e  essentially laminar. 
The heat transfer coefficient for ful ly  developed laminar flow within a tube 
is given by 
hD 
k 
= 4  -
where, h i s  the heat transfer coefficient, D is  the tube diameter and k i s  
the thermal conductivity. For  example, the heater element has a tube 
diameter of 3. 8 x 
ammonia i s  2. 7 x 
(2. 7 x 10-3)/(3.  8 x 10") = 2. 8 x 10-1 watts/cm2K; at a mean temperature  
difference between the heater and gas flow of 250°K the heat transfer per 
unit area would be about 70 watts/cm2. 
heater element length i s  given by 
cm, and at  1000°K the thermal  conductivity of 
watts/cm"K; the film coefficient is thus h = (4) 
The total heat transfer per unit 
Qconv, r nDh AT = 4 n k  AT . 
At a temperature difference of 250°K and a bulk gas temperature of 1000°K 
the heat t ransferred to the gas per unit length of heater is  thus approximately 
8.5 watts/cm. 
watts/cm at  a nominal engine temperature of 1500°K. A reasonable design 
value appears to be about 5 watts/cm, independent of tube diameter a s  long 
as  the flow i s  laminar, and assuming the gas temperature a t  the end of the 
heater and the peak heater temperature a re  nearly equal. 
The observed mean heat transfer values a r e  between 5 and 7 
The electric-to-gas power energy conversion efficiency, assuming negligi- 
ble heat conduction through the ends of the heater element, is  given by 
1 Qconv, x - 
QCO"", x 1 +  
4 
et = 
+ r u T 4  nD r o T  nD 
Qconv, x 
L 
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In order  to obtain a high thermal  efficiency it is necessary that the heater 
diameter, D , and thus the ratio €0 T4 77 D/Qconv, 
sible. Thus, at a given operating temperature level, the engine diameter 
should be made as small as possible. 
efficiency will fall off with increase in  heater temperature.  
be held as small as pos - 
At a fixed heater diameter the heater 
To summarize,  the resul ts  to date have indicated that lightweight (order 
of 10 x gram) heater elements can be designed and constructed which 
have a heat transfer capacity of the order  of 5 to 20 watts at ammonia flow 
ra t e s  of the order of 5 x lb/sec and electric-to-gas power conversion 
efficiencies between 50 and 75 percent. 
thrust  level for an attitude control thrustor is 
impulse of 300 seconds this corresponds to  a thrust  power of 6. 6 watts, o r  
assuming a n  expansion efficiency of 50 percent a gas power of 13. 2 watts. 
Thus the single pass heat exchanger as described above has the heat t r ans -  
fer capacity necessary for control of a 500-pound satellite. 
Referring to  table IV,  the required 
pound; at a specific 
3. Heater Element Response Time and Cycling Capability 
The response time of the heater element can to a first approximation be 
obtained from an expression of the form 
MCp A T  
'input 
Theatup = 
The mass of the prototype heater element is about 50 x 
specific heat is about 0. 10 ca l /  "C gm, the temperature rise about 1000"K, 
and the heat input about 15 watts or 3. 6 cal/sec.  
device is about 5 calories and the heatup t ime is thus about 1.4 seconds. 
Decrease in heatup t ime can of course,  be accomplished by reduction in  
the heater mass. 
plement the above order  of magnitude estimates a r e  presented in appendix C. 
gram, the 
The heat capacity of the 
Detailed numerical heat conduction calculations to sup- 
A remaining important question concerns the ability of the engine s t ructure  
to  survive repeated thermal  cycling between quite low temperature char-  
acterist ic of exposure to the ambient space environment and the relatively 
high temperature characterist ic of thrustor operation. 
material  vapor p re s su re  must be sufficiently low at the operating tem- 
perature that evaporation of the mater ia l  does not reduce heater lifetime 
below three years.  
with respect to NH3, N2  and H2. 
Further ,  the heater 
Finally, the heater material must be essentially ine r t  
Of the available refractory metals,  tungsten o r  a tungsten alloy o r  molyb- 
denum appear most suitable. 
availability is uncertain. Both tungsten and molybdenum are satisfactory 
in  terms of their  inertness and availability. 
Tantalum is not iner t  to hydrogen, and rhenium 
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A ser ies  of tes ts  was  initiated to investigate the reliability of tungsten and 
molybdenum wires under repeated cycling. 
in a glass  chamber which had been evacuated and filled to  atmospheric 
pressure with ammonia. The tes ts  consisted of bringing tungsten and 
molybdenum w i r e s  and ribbons repeatedly to temperatures of approxi- 
mately 2000°K from room temperature, by passing electrical  current 
through them. 
the high temperature, followed by an interruption of the current  for approxi- 
mately 2 seconds. 
relays. 
The tes ts  were conducted with- 
Each thermal cycle consisted of approximately 1 second at 
The entire operation was controlled by t imers  and 
The tungsten w i r e s  and ribbons were cycled 100,000 t imes without failure, 
and the tes t  was terminated. 
istically after about 5000 cycles. 
The molybdenum elements failed character - 
The indication of this preliminary tes t  was  that grain growth and recrystal-  
lization were sufficiently advanced in the molybdenum to cause embrittle - 
ment and shock failure. 
these phenomena in  the alloy 75 percent tungsten/25 percent rhenium. 
Previous experience has indicated that these wires may be run at tem-  
peratures much higher than 2000 "K for periods at least  exceeding 293 hours, 
in the presence of a hydrogen flow. 
A more precise investigation w a s  then made of 
Samples of this wire w e r e  electrically heated in  vacuum for 15, 30, and 60 
minutes to  a temperature of 2000°C (-2300°K). 
samples was heated for equivalent total t imes with a duty cycle of 30 seconds 
on - 60 seconds off. Metallographic examination showed no microstructural  
difference between the two ser ies  of wires. F i g u r e  20a is a photomicro- 
graph of one of the f i r s t  se r ies  of wires (continuous heat for 60 minutes), 
while f igure 20b is a photomicrograph of one of the second se r i e s  of wires 
(cycled heat for a total of 60 minutes on). 
A second set  of 
The conclusions of these cycling tes ts  a r e  that: 
a. 
should be satisfactory in terms of the thermal cycling requirement. 
Cycling seems not to affect the microstructure adversely in comparison 
to steady heating and there is already evidence that the total micro-  
structure change is not sufficient to be damaging. 
Tungsten or  a tungsten alloy such as the 25 percent rhenium alloy 
b. Molybdenum is unsatisfactory. 
c. The remaining tes t s  which 
wi l l  be conducted in the next reporting period involve cycling the actual 
thrustor configuration to ascertain i f  the particular geometry in  some 
way causes the reliability to deteriorate. 
Tungsten is sufficiently inert  to "3. 
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4. Thrustor Proplllsion Performance 
Due to difficulties of thermal dr i f t  with the thrust  stand when the engine 
was running hot, the thrust  values for  hot flow had to  be deduced f rom the 
chamber pressure measurements. 
taneous measurements were made of the engine thrust  and chamber p r e s -  
sure  over the ammonia flow range from 2 to 10 plb/sec 
operation. 
the results a r e  shown in figure 21. 
thrust  was directly proportional to the chamber pressure.  
The procedure was as  follows: Simul- 
for cold flow 
The engine thrust  w a s  plotted as a function of chamber pressure;  
As might be expected the cold flow 
F = CFA,P,  
where, F is the measured thrust, CF is the thrust  coefficient, A, is the 
throat a rea ,  and Pc is the chamber pressure,  For  the hot flow measure-  
ments the product of CFA, w a s  assumed to be the same as for cold flow; 
the hot flow thrust  w a s  therefore determined directly from the measured 
chamber p re s su re  and the curve of thrust  versus  chamber p re s su re  pre-  
sented in f i g u r e  21. 
equivalent to the assumption of a constant nozzle expansion efficiency for 
hot and cold flow. 
elimination of the thrust  stand thermal drift. 
Essentially the assumption of a constant CFA is 
The validity of the assumption wi l l  be checked upon 
A summary of performance r e s u l t s  on the resistojet  thrustor are p r e -  
sented in table VII. 
presented in appendix E. 
A detailed summary of all the experimental data is 
A plot of electric-to-thrust power energy conversion efficiency is presented 
in figure 22. The maximum attainable specific impulse level decreases with 
increase in ammonia flow rate  because the heat t ransfer  a r e a  i s  fixed, and 
at high flow ra tes  there  is not sufficient a r e a  to heat up the gas. At a 
specific impulse of 200 seconds and an engine operating temperature of 
1500°K a reasonable design value for the electric-to-thrust power energy 
conversion efficiency is 25 percent. 
E. THERMAL STORAGE THRUSTOR 
Initial program emphasis was directed toward development of a thermal  storage 
thrustor.  The major  advantages of this thrustor a r e  that it avoids both thermal 
cycling and a control lag between the input signal and the resulting impulse bit, 
s ince i t i s  always a t  operating temperature. The major drawback of this thrustor 
concept isthatpower mustbe continuously supplied, s o  that the average power con- 
sumption canbe significant. The purpose of the initial investigations was to deter - 
mine the feasibility of construction of a thermal  storage thrustor,  and to evaluate 
the standby power drain. The conclusions of these investigations a r e  that the 
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TABLE VI1 
RESISTOJET PROPULSION PERFORMANCE DATA 
(stainless s tee l  heater element) 
Ammonia 
Flow 
(lb/ sec) 
1 .4  x 
3.1 x 10-6 
5. 2 2 10-6 
7.3 x 10-6 
8.6 x 
Power 
Input 
(wat t s )  
--- 
1. 5 
4. 7 
9. 8 
13. 2 
14. 3 
- -- 
11.1 
12. 3 
15. 8 
18. 0 
19. 2 
--- 
6. 2 
8. 8 
11. 8 
14. 9 
18. 0 
25. 0 
--- 
12 
18. 9 
23. 6 
- -- 
14. 4 
19. 0 
23. 0 
Thrust  
(pounds) 
0.10 10-3 
0. 13 
0. 20 
0. 29 
0. 30 
0. 32 
0.25 10-3 
0. 50 
0. 53 
0. 63 
0. 66 
0. 66 
0.40 10-3 
0. 50 
0. 62 
0. 70 
0. 82 
0. 83 
0. 97 
0.57 10-3 
1.01 
1. 07 
1. 17 
0.66 x 10-3 
1.11 
1. 14 
1. 25 
-48 - 
Specific 
Impulse 
(seconds) 
72 
93 
143 
207 
214 
228 
81 
161 
171 
203 
21 2 
21 2 
77 
96 
119 
135 
158 
160 
187 
78 
138 
146 
160 
77 
129 
133 
145 
Electric to 
Thrust  Power,  
Efficiency 
(percent) 
- - -  
30 
20 
20 
16 
17 
--- 
25 
25 
27 
23 
22 
--- 
26 
28 
27 
25 
25 
23 
- - -  
39 
27 
26 
--- 
34 
27 
26 
, -  
thrustor construction is feasible, but that the power supply weight requirements 
are unacceptable for  current  estimates of solar cell  weights (0. 25 lb/watt). 
1. Thrustor Configuration 
The basic thermal storage thrustor configuration is indicated in figure 23. 
The heat t ransfer  element is a resistance plug made of a composite ma-  
te r ia l  of the type discussed below. The thrustor casing is molybdenum. 
The propellant feed tube is electrically insulated from the resistance plug 
by boron nitride. 
by a large number of concentric cylindrical radiation shields. 
discusses the effectiveness of radiation shields in some detail; the basic 
conclusion from these results i s  that the thrustor size i s  kept small ,  o r  
the shielding problem becomes extremely difficult. 
storage thrustors of approximately 1 /8-inch diameter were constructed. 
These thrustors  with 10 radiation shields were kept at a temperature of 
1500°C with a power input of 30 watts .  
During typical operation the thrustor would be surrounded 
Appendix D 
A number of thermal 
The use of a heat exchanger plug is attractive f rom the point of view of 
reliability; the design is intrinsically s t u r d y  and resistant to shocks and 
vibration. However, because of its rather  large ratio of c ross  sectional 
a r e a  to length, the resistance of a plug tends to be extremely low, which 
makes power handling and conditioning quite difficult problems. There - 
fore,  effort was directed toward development of a high-temperature ma-  
te r ia l  with a resist ivity order  of magnitude higher than that of tungsten 
or  other refractory metals.  An additional mater ia l  requirement was that 
the heater element be iner t  with respect to NH3, N2, and H2. 
2. Materials 
With the assumption that the final thrustor c ross  sectional a r e a  for current  
flow w i l l  be of the order of 10-1 cm2, and that the final length w i l l  be of 
order of 2 cm,  the requirement that the overall  resistance be of the order 
of a least  0. 1 ohm can be translated to a required resist ivity of 
5 x 10-3 ohm-cm. This is substantially larger  than the resist ivity of pure 
tungsten, which is about 5 x 10-5 ohm-cm at 2000°K. The resist ivit ies of 
refractory carbides, nitrides, and borides a r e  a lso too sma l l  to hold the 
overall  thrustor resistance at an acceptable value. The oxides are insula- 
t o r s  at temperatures of the order of 2000"K, and extremely good insulators 
at room temperature; thus, they cannot be heated to  high temperature f rom 
lower temperatures by passage of electric current. 
to 
As a resul t  of these considerations, attention w a s  focussed on mixtures of 
refractory metals and meta l  oxides. Tungsten and molybdenum were the 
choices for the refractory metal  because of their inertness,  high-tempera- 
t u r e  capability, and availability. 
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The selection of an insulator was based on melting point, evaporation ra te ,  
compatibility with molybdenum o r  tungsten, and inertness t o  ammonia 
and/or  dissociated ammonia. 
excess fo 2OOO"C, for instance A1203, MgO, Z r 0 2  and Tho2. 
tion rates for these mater ia ls  have been reported by Wolff and Alcock. 
At 2000°C the evaporation rate  of A1203 is about 2 x 10-6 grams/cmZ-sec,  
for MgO about 8 x 10-4, for both Z r 0 2  and ThoZ about 6 x 
oxide particles are of the order of 25 to  50 microns in  size,  the above 
evaporation r a t e s  indicate that oxide particles at the surface of the heater 
element will evaporate after 1 to 10 days at 2000°C. 
particles i n  the heater interior w i l l  not evaporate i f  no connection to the 
outer surface exists. 
fore  it is reasonable to  assume that any of the four above oxides wi l l  be 
satisfactory for use  on the basis of evaporation rate. 
Many insulators have melting points in 
Evapora- 
If the 
However, those 
This was the case for the samples studied and there-  
The question of compatibility with "3, H2,  o r  N2 is not as readily treated. 
In general the oxides are iner t  to NH3 and will  not be reduced to a meas-  
urable extent by H2 even at 2O0O0C.6 These mater ia ls  a r e  also relatively 
iner t  to N2 although Z r 0 2  may f o r m  a surface nitride after long exposure 
times. However, surface reactions are not important as these particles 
wi l l  evaporate soon after engine operation is initiated. 
According to a Climax Molybdenum Company publication, 
does not r eac t  with A1 203 MgO, ZrO2 o r  Tho2 at 2000, C. 
tungsten is compatible with the oxides at this temperature. 
Z r 0 2  w e r e  evaluated with molybdenum and tungsten as composite heater 
materials. 
that of Z r 0 2  is about 1 ohm-cm, thereby a wide spread of resist ivit ies could 
be studied. 
and Z r 0 2  and was  not selected f o r  inital evaluation. 
active and therefore not considered for initial studies. 
molybdenum 
Similarly 
A1203 and 
At 2000"C, the resistivity of A1203 is 1 x lo4  ohm-cm and 
MgO has a resistivity intermediate between those of A1203 
Tho2 is mildly radio- 
The composite materials studies are described in detail in appendix G. 
Briefly, composite mater ia ls  were made by sintering powdered mixtures 
of the refractory metals and the oxides. 
were machinable, and could be made with resistance values i n  the desired 
range. However, the resistance values "as manufactured" were altered 
substantially by reheating in a 5 -  to 50-micron vacuum for a relatively 
short  period of time; this was accompanied b y  detectable changes in  micro-  
s t r u c t u r e .  Therefore, the stability of the composite materials in  t e rms  of 
electrical  resistance is still open to question. 
the fast-heatup thrustor these materials studies have been at present 
deemphasized. 
The resulting composite slugs 
Because of the promise of 
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3. Thermal Storage Steady State Power Consumption 
The utility of the thermal storage thrustor depends in great  measure  on the 
required input power level. 
to  be expected f rom a shielded thermal storage thrustor ( see  appendix D). 
Briefly stated, the conclusions a r e  that: 
Analytical studies were made of the heat losses  
a. For  reasonable aeeupmtions about the thruetor geometry and 
shield characterist ics,  the radiative loss wi l l  be between 2 and 6 
watts/cm length. 
b. 
tion for a thrustor approximately 2 cm long. 
Lead losses by conduction wi l l  be comparable in size to  the radia-  
Hence, it seems a realist ic assumption that the steady state power 
requirement for  a well-designed thermal  storage thrustor wi l l  be at  
least 10 watts. For a 3-axis attitude control and station keeping 
system on a 500-pound satellite which may involve a s  many as 1 2  
thrustors,  this represents an unacceptable power load. 
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111. SINGLE-AXIS LABORATORY ATTITUDE CONTROL SYSTEM 
A. BACKGROUND 
Work is underway on the design, development, and fabrication of a single- 
axis resistojet  attitude control system suitable for operation on the air bearing 
recently installed in  the electric propulsion test  facility a t  the NASA, Lewis 
Research Center. 
NASA Lewis will have a moment of inertia of 27 slug-ft2 which is similar 
to that of the design satellite, of table I. The tes t  bed will be isolated f rom 
the laboratory, and will be completely self -contained. 
to the engine f r o m  batteries located on the test  bed. Communication to and 
f r o m  the tes t  bed will be accomplished by means of a telemetry system. The 
tes t  will be designed to simulate an actual space mission as far as  is possible 
in the laboratory. 
personnel; a preliminary division of responsibility was agreed upon for the 
different system components. Briefly, Avco RAD will deliver the thrustors,  
propellant tankage, sensors ,  control logic, and power conditioning packages; 
NASA Lewis will supply the engine test  bed, battery power supply, command 
receiver ,  and telemetry package. 
next month to further define the electrical, mechanical, and instrumentation 
interfaces. 
The attitude control system tes t  bed to be supplied by 
Power will be supplied 
An initial interface meeting has been held with NASA Lewis 
A further meeting is  planned within the 
The thrustors for the single-axis thrust system will be similar to those being 
developed for the attitude and orbit control of the 500-pound satellite. The 
power input will be of the order  of 50 watts, the specific impulse about 275 
seconds, and the thrust  level about 
viewpoint of storage considerations will be ammonia. The characterist ics 
of the air bearing a r e  still  being determined; however, i t  is presently con- 
templated that a constant disturbance torque of a few hundred dyne-cm may 
be applied to the bearing and that the control system will operate in the soft 
l imit  cycle. 
pound; the working fluid f rom the 
B. CONTROL SYSTEM DESCRIPTION 
A block diagram of the single-axis control system is  shown in figure 24. 
of the control techniques best  suited for  the present application is that of 
Gaylord and Keller.8 In this type of attitude control system vehicle angular 
ra te  is  controlled to a very low threshold by the use of time-dependent on-off 
switching circuits which generate discrete thrust  pulses of small but constant 
time duration. By using a number of switching levels to generate fixed but 
different thrust impulses,  the need for precise r a t e  sensing and ra te  gyros 
is eliminated and fuel consumption i s  minimized. 
One 
The attitude sensor can be calibrated to s e t  the desired backup and sector 
switch locations. Command logic is such that a positive rate  will actuate 
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Figure 24 FUNCTIONAL BLOCK DIAGRAM OF THE RESISTOJET SINGLE-AXIS ATTITUDE CONTROL SYSTEM 
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the negative impulse sector switches, and vice versa .  That i s ,  attitude con- 
t ro l  is provided by pulse torquing the vehicle according to attitude e r r o r  l imits 
and damping the motion by using phase -plane quadrant information. Attitude 
e r r o r  increases  in quadrants I and  111 and only in  these quadrants is control 
action, other than backup required. The pulse torquing logic in quadrants 
I and 111 consists of defining a number of switching lines and using a unique j e t  
pulse size for  each switching line. Each switch meters  a given velocity in -  
crement  to reduce attitude e r r o r  in such a manner that a limit cycle can be 
established within the desired deadband. 
C .  CONTROL SYSTEM ANALYSIS 
The system being analyzed uses  a control logic with three pairs  of fixed 
impulse switching lines and a pair for backup. Based on statistical consid- 
erations,  to ensure meeting the desired accuracy, the f i r s t  s e t  of switching 
l ines i s  located at *O. 2 degree. 
The backup lines a r e  located a t  *2 degrees with hysteresis so  that torque 
dropout occurs a t  1.96 degrees. 
commanded a t  the three se t s  of switching lines a r e  based on the foilowing 
analysi s .  
Two more a r e  placed at *O. 5 and *1 degree. 
The angular r a t e  increments,  A e .  ( j  = 1 , 2 , 3 )  
where 
Td = disturbin torqu , 500 dyne- m 
I = moment of inertia,  41.2 slug-ft 2 
e = angular position, 0. 2 degree 
i1 = 0.00641 deg/sec 
To make the probability of a 2-pulse l imit  cycle near ze ro  A 0 2  is selected 
slightly l e s s  than AO1 so we le t  Ai)* = 0.006 deg/sec.  Similarly, Ab3  must 
satisfy . 
To locate the backup lines, the following inequality must be satisfied to 
ensure a convergent trajectory 
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where 
ii 
0, 
= angular ra te  a t  which backup switching occurs 
= angular ra te  a t  which dropout occurs.  
Considering A i .  to be A i l ,  we see that 
1 
A 0, < 0.0308 deg/sec. 
The parabolic trajectory in the phase plane is  given by 
A i 0 2  - A i i 2  = - 2 .(e, - e,) 
where 
To 
a = - =  5.563 x deg/sec2 
I 
( 3 5 )  
If there were no delays in  obtaining full torque, equation (35) would serve to 
determine the angle a t  which torque drops out, eo , directly by letting 0, = 2 " .  
Actually, however, there will be a delay of approximately 1 second before 
To is realized. The incremental change in Oi is then A 0, = 1 x 0.00641 = 
0.0064' s o  switching occurs a t  Bi = 2. 0064. Using this value as  the initial 
angle and letting 6, = 0.025 deg/sec,  equation (35) gives e, = 1.98", so the 
backup lines a r e  tentatively s e t  a t  *2" and *l. 98". 
These values of fixed-velocity incremental along with the locations of the 
switching lines a r e  being used in the analog computer simulation. 
allow a n  investigation of their effects on system performance and a subsequent 
system optimization. 
This will 
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IV. WEIGHT ESTIMATES FOR A FLYABLE ATTITUDE 
AND ORBIT CONTROL SYSTEM 
Preliminary weight estimates for the attitude control and station keeping system 
of the 500-pound satellite described in table I a r e  presented below. 
estimates will be continually revised as the program proceeds and new informa- 
tion becomes available. 
These weight 
A. ASSUMPTIONS 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
Constant disturbance torque of 500 dyne-cm 
Soft l imit  cycle 
Three-year mission 
Attitude control impulse requirement (soft cycle) 
Single -axis 585 lb-sec/year 
Single-axis ( 3  yea r s )  1755 lb-sec 
Three-axis ( 3  years)  5265 lb-sec 
Station keeping impulse requirement (minimum) 
1 year  2640lb-sec 
3 yea r s  7920 lb-sec 
B. ENGINE PERFORMANCE 
1. Thrust  pound 
2. Specific impulse 263 seconds 
3 .  Power input 35 watts 
4. Peak operating 2400°K 
temperature (no gas 
flow) 
5. Peak Temper- 2000°K 
ature  (gas flow) 
6. Overall efficiency 16 percent 
(e lec t r ic  to thrust)  
-57- 
7. Thrustor Mass 50 x gram 
8. Attitude control duty cycle 5 percent 
Station keeping duty cycle 10 percent 
C. S Y S T E M  WEIGHT FOR 12 THRUSTORS 
1. Ammonia 
Weight 
(pounds) 
50 
2. Tankage 5 
3. Controls 6 
4. Valves 6 
5. Solar Power Supply 9 
6. Structure 5 
7. Miscellaneous 5 
8. Total System 86 
It is stressed that the preceding weight estimates a r e  preliminary; however, it 
is interesting to note that a control engine having a specific impulse of 75 seconds, 
which is about the state of the a r t  a t  thrust  levels of the order  of 10-3 pound, 
would require nearly 175 pounds of propellant for the above mission. Thus, 
although many  questions remain unanswered the fast-heatup resistojet  hold some 
promise for attitude and orbit control of satellites in the 500 to  1000-pound class.  
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V, DIRECTION FOR FUTURE RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT 
During the next quarter,  effort will be directed to the following areas:  
A. THRUST MEASUREMENT SYSTEM 
A series of cooled baffles will be introduced into the thrust  stand vacuum chamber 
in a n  attempt to eliminate the thermal dr i f t  of the string-in-tension thrust  stand 
when the engine is running hot. A larger diffusion pump will be installed on the 
thrust  stand vacuum system in  order  to obtain tank p res su res  of the order  of 
A new displacement 
transducer with a sensitivity of 10-7 inch will be used on the thrust  stand in o rde r  
to reduce the value of minimum measurable thrust. 
m m  of Hg during semicontinuous engine operation. 
B. RESISTOJET THRUSTOR DEVELOPMENT 
Work will be continued on the 5-to 50-watt fast-heatup resistojet  
ammonia as the working fluid. 
will be deemphasized. 
continued to verify the existing engine heat transfer concepts. 
fabricated from tungsten in order to increase the normal operating temperature 
f rom the 1500°K characterist ic of stainless steel to the 2000" to 2500°K char-  
acter is t ic  of tungsten. The prototypes were  made of stainless steel because of 
both its availability and machinability. 
temperatures the nominal engine specific impulse range should be increased from 
the present 200 seconds to close to 275 o r  even 300 seconds. An experimental 
study will ca r r i ed  out on the shape of the impulse bit and an investigation made 
of the effect of engine volume and valve characterist ics on the thrustor response 
time. Finally, experiments will be continued to determine the thermal cycling 
capability of potential heater materials. 
thrustor using 
Work on the thermal storage thrustor concept 
Engine propulsion performance measurements will be 
Engines will be 
By going to the higher tungsten operating 
C. SINGLE AXIS ATTITUDE CONTROL SYSTEM 
Work will be continued on the design and development of a single-axis attitude 
control system to be evaluated on the air bearing a t  the NASA Lewis Electric 
Propulsion Test  Facility. 
and evaluated on a n  analog computer. Thermal, mechanical, and electrical  de- 
sign studies will be carr ied out and fabrication started on the single axis at- 
titude control system to be delivered for evaluation at NASA Lewis. 
schedules call for the control system, including thrustors,  propellant tankage, 
control logic and power conditioning packages, and instrumentation to be delivered 
in January o r  February, 1965. Schedules and the thermal, mechanical, and 
electrical  interfaces with NASA Lewis will be firmly established during the next 
quarter. 
A breadboard-control logic package will be constructed 
Preliminary 
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D. ENGINE PROPULSION PERFORMANCE REQUIREMENTS 
Effort  will be continued on the establishment of the propulsion performance r e -  
quired of the attitude control and station keeping system for the 500-pound 
satellite. In particular, studies will be carr ied out on the effect of impulse 
height, width, and frequency on the total impulse requirements for satellite 
station keeping. This work will be continuation of the studies performed by 
J. H. Molitor with emphasis in the propulsion characterist ics of resistojet  
rather than ion engines. 
E. DESIGN O F  A THREE-AXIS PROTOTYPE ATTITUDE CONTROL AND 
STATION KEEPING SYSTEM 
The weight estimates for the design satellite control syste will be continually 
revised as  new engine performance and system weight data becomes available. 
Preliminary layouts and design studies will be initiated with the purpose of 
verifying the compatibility of the fast-heatup resistojet  attitude control system 
with a 500-pound satellite. 
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APPENDIX A 
STATION KEEPING REQUIREMENTS 
The orbit  of the synchronous satellite is subject to perturbations which will 
cause apparent angular motion of the satellite in the sky. 
which will produce apparent motion in longitude (East-West motion) and lati- 
tude (North-South motion. ) 
e r r o r  limits (* 0. 1 degree) a "station-keeping" system must be employed to 
deliver cor  r e  ctive thrusts . 
Perturbations exist  
To maintain the satellite position within prescribed 
Requirements on the corrective thrust have been discussed in  references 1 and 2; 
the values reported in these references have been used in the discussion given 
e a r l i e r  in this report. Work is currently underway at Avco RAD to extend the 
results of Boucher and Molitor to higher thrust  l eve ls ,  so that impulse require- 
ments may be established for  a wider range of possible thrust  sequences. 
An existing Avco RAD digital computer code (program 1546) is being used to 
solve the satellite equations of motion. 
a rb i t r a ry  thrust  sequences. 
a r e  the important perturbations on the satellite orbit. 
This computer code allows insertion of 
Included as subroutines in the equations of motion 
The equations of motion 
are integrated using the "generalized variational method". 3 
The following perturbations are available as subroutines for  use with program 
1546: 
1. The first three Ea r th  oblateness terms 
2 .  Triaxiality of the Earth 
3 .  Gravitation attraction of sun, moon, Jupiter,  Venus (ephemeris data for  
the period 1960 to 1980 are available on magnetic tape) 
4. Solar radiation pressure.  
Up to the present time the computer program has been used to evaluate the 
relative importance of the various perturbations by exploring their  effect on the 
satellite position singly, with no corrective torque application. 
have been obtained are summarized in figures 25 through 28. 
26 give, as a function of time, the variations in satellite latitude and altitude 
owing to lunar gravitational attraction. 
satellite longitude owing to oblateness and triaxiality, respectively. 
Results which 
Figures 25 and 
Figures  27 and 28 show the variation in 
During the next reporting period this initial study will be completed, and the 
effects of various corrective thrust  levels and thrusting schedules will be eval- 
uated. 
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APPENDIX B 
THRUST STAND SYSTEM 
In o r d e r  to measure performance of thrustors operating in the millipound thrust  
range in  the pulsed mode, the thrust  measurement system depicted in figure 
9 h a s  been employed. Basically, the thrust  stand consists of a central horizon- 
tal  ring suspended by four wires  i n  tension f rom a massive concentric ring. 
The thrustor and propellant supply are  mounted on the central  ring, aligned so  
that the thrust  direction is vertical. Application of thrust  causes the central  
ring to  move until the vertical component of the wire tension exactly balances 
the applied thrust. The response time of the thrust  stand is related to  the nat- 
u r a l  frequency of vibration of the light central ring, which is in turn controlable 
through adjustment of the tension i n  the supporting wires .  
the central  ring, which is proportional to the applied thrust ,  is measured by 
a l inear differential transformer.  
long, fa i r ly  soft springs to  provide seismic isolation. 
The displacement of 
The massive support ring is suspended on 
To solve the equation of motion for  the thrust  stand; the thrust stand is simplified 
t o  the case of a string of mass pe r  unit length, p , under a tension T , stretched 
between two fixed supports separated by a distance L, and loaded at i t s  center 
with a mass M. (See figure 29. ) A force (thrust) F is instantaneously applied 
a t  the center X=t=-and L the ensuing motion, for constant force,  is governed 2 
by the differential equation: 
where the thrust  is assumed t o  be directed in the negative direction (down). 
The displacement of each point on the string, y( X , t  ), is fully determined by 
the boundary and initial conditions, viz: 
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1 .  
I -  The conditions (36b) fix the end points of the string, the first of the conditions 
(36c) is the stipulation that the string is at rest when the thrust  is applied, and 
the l a s t  condition states that before the thrust  is applied the string's shape is 
given by some function v ( x ) .  
Before the application of the thrust ,  the steady state shape of the string is  given 
by the solution of equation (36a), with F set equal t o  zero,  and with the t ime de- 
pendence removed, i .e.,  
(37) 
After the thrust  has been applied, the string will come t o  r e s t  in a new position, 
and its steady state orientation is given by  the solution of (36a) with the t ime 
dependence removed, viz: 
It is  clear from the above, that the steady state position of the string at a time 
long after the thrust  has been applied i s  given by the solution for the position 
found for the t ime immediately before the thrust  has been applied, with the 
addition of the thrust  force to  the gravitational force,  i. e . ,  ~g + ~g + F . 
The solution of equation (37) is given by 
L 
V x < -  2 
This is plotted in figure 3 0  for the three c a s e s  where the fixed central  weight is 
respectively much greater than, equal to, and much l e s s  than the total weight 
of the string. 
the practical  cases( ~g >>p g~ )the shape approaches that of a triangle. 
It is readily seen that the shape is that of a parabola, and that for 
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The steady state solution of equation (38)  is simply 
L 
x <- 
2 
L 
x >- 
2 
and is obtained f rom the solution of equation (37) by the replacement of Mg by 
the sum of the "external" forces,  ~g + F . 
Of greatest  interest  is the position of the string midpoint. 
tion of the thrust ,  this is simply 
Before the applica- 
a long t ime after the application of a step thrust  it becomes 
FL 
4 T  
Hence, the new position of the string center is just lower by an amount-; 
this is l inearly dependent upon the magnitude of the thrust level and the string 
length, and inversely proportional to the tension. It i s  independent of both the 
string weight per  unit length and the weight of the central mass .  
portant since fo r  the measurement of the thrust levels without regard to response 
t ime of the system, no limitation on engine weight is required. 
This is im-  -
In order  to consider the transient response of the thrust  stand, it is convenient 
t o  f i r s t  solve the problem with the assumption of no damping forces ,  i .e . ,  f 
in equation (36a) i s  
given by 
where o ( ~ )  is given 
F 2  L3 
4MT 4(x ,  =- 
zero. The displacement of any point on the string is then 
(x, t) (43) 
above (equation 40) and 4 (x, t ) is given by 
( 4 4 4  
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for points on the string to  the le f t  of center,  and 
for  points to the right of center. C, and an a r e  defined by the relations 
c, = (++ - 
a: ~2 + 4p2 
and 
In particular, the position of the center of the string is given by 
- - 
Y(+,t> = -- L [&+- P g L  + F) + 
4 T  2 
n = O  
Figure 31 shows pl 
ratio*as a para 
hyperbolas a r e  the 
values of the ratio 
Mg 
P g L  a L  a L  a L  
ots of-/-and tan- , both against -, and with the 
.meter. 
M g  2 2 2 
The intersections of the tangent curves with the 
2 P g L  
Mg 
an L values of-which satisfy equation (45b) for the parameter  
of string weight to mass weight to  mass weight,- . 
For  limitingly small relative weight of the central  mass, kfg << p g L  , the values 
of - approach the values - 
summed analytically and yields 
2 n  + 1 
n. The se r i e s  of equation (46) may then be 
an L 
2 2 
where q ( t  ) is shown plotted in figure 32.  
sents the position of the center of the string as a function of t ime. 
be periodic with a period given by 
The curve of figure 33 then repre-  
It is seen to  
7 = 2 L W .  
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The average position is given by 
FL 
8 T  4T M + O  
This is indeed the value of the steady state position in the limit of small  M, 
as seen  f rom equation 42. The effectof damping upon the system should be to 
reduce the magnitude of the oscillation as t ime goes on and the steady state 
position should then be just the average value of the position as shown in equa- 
tion 42. 
In the more  practical  case ,  it is the s t r ing 's  weight which is  small compared 
with the weight of the engine and engine mounting, i. e . ,  Mg >> pgL.  
For  this ca se ,  the introduction of the substitutions 
L 
M 
R 3 - p  
and 
reduces equation ( 1  1) t o  
(Mg + F)L 
4 1  
- -   
m 
2 
L 
FL R2 + -  
2T X: (R2 + R + X:) 
I y --,t . 1 
It i s  seen f rom figure 31 that 
x, = x , - 1 + 7 7  . 
Moreover, for - P L  << 1 , 
M 
tan XI t X1 and X1 = fl. 
These approximations lead to the final results for  the position of the center of 
a string of negligible weight, 
4T 4T 
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P L  
To test the limits of validity of the above for larger values of the ratio R = - M '  
substitution of R = 1 yields: 
- - 2 - 5 [l - 1.02 cos k.85 
4T 4T $1. 
It is  thus clear that for a practical thrust stand, the relation (50) is valid to 
very high order of precision. 
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APPENDIX C 
HEATUP TIME FOR FAST HEATUP THRUSTOR 
In o rde r  to determine more exactly the tranaient heating characterist ic of the 
heatup thrustor,  an existing digital computer program ha8 been utilized. The 
program eolvee for temperature a e  a function of time and poeition given the 
geometry, power input, material propertiee as a function of temperature,  and 
boundary conditione. Conductive and radiative heat tranefer are accounted for. 
The idealized thrustor for  which the transient heating calculations were made is 
drawn in figure 34. It consists of a heater tube made of tungsten with the di- 
mensions 1. 9 cm length (0. 75 inch), 0. 28 mm inner diameter (0.011 inch), and 
0. 38 mm outer diameter (0. 015 inch). At one end, this tube is attached to a 
stainless s tee l  tube with the dimensions 2.54 cm length (1.0 inch), 1.52 mm 
inner diameter (0.060 inch), and 3.13 m m  outer diameter (0.125 inch). The 
other end of the tungsten tube terminates in a flat tungsten power lead, with 
the dimensions 3.8 mm length (0. 15 inch), 2.54 mm width (0.10 inch), and 
0.128 mm thickness (0.005 inch). 
Power is supplied to this thrustor at a constant r a t e ,  which can be adjusted to 
various levels to perform parametric studies. 
ployed a r e  that: ( I )  the base of the large stainless steel tube (the end furthest 
removed f rom the thrustor) is maintained at 30@K, as is the end of the flat 
power lead, (2) each exposed surface radiates an amount of power consistent 
with its temperature and emissivity. 
The boundary conditions em- 
Results of this analysis are given in figures 35, 36,  and 37.  
as a function of input power, the final steady state temperature distribution 
over the chosen geometry. 
e r a tu re  reaches a peak near  the center of the thin-walled tungsten tube and 
falls off at each end. Neither the stainless steel mounting cylinder nor the 
power lead a r e  themselves appreciably heated. 
the thrustor to a temperature of the order of 250U'K in steady state, with no 
gas flow. 
Figure 35 shows, 
At each power level the thrustor assembly temp- 
A power input of 20 watts brings 
Figure 36 shows the transient temperature rise at the center of the tungsten 
tube. Even with a power input of only 10 watts the warmup time is below 1 
second, while 20 wa t t s i t  is of the order of one-half second, and one-quarter 
second at 40 watts of input power. 
Finally, fo r  a power level of 40 watts, f igure 37 shows the temperature distri- 
bution as a function of time. 
shape of the temperature distribution var ies  little with time. 
F r o m  figure 37 it can be seen that the general 
-83- 
It can be concluded from this analysis,  that, with an input power of 20 watts,  
with losses both by conduction and radiation, the thrustor will reach operating 
temperature i n  l e s s  than one second. 
at the higher temperatures is radiation, and since a thrustor twice as long will 
radiate twice as much, essentially, the conclusions can be simply scaled with- 
in a limited range of thrustor s izes .  
that a thrustor x centimeters long will require a power 10 x wa t t s  to reach 
steady state temperature in about one-half second, and that the steady state 
temperature will be approximately 2500"K, 
pa r t  too much from 2 cm. 
Since the dominating loss  mechanism 
Hence, it appears reasonable to assume 
f o r  values of x which do not de- 
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APPENDIX D 
HEAT LOSS FROM A THERMAL STORAGE THRUSTOR 
Est imates  have been made of the standby power loss associated with a thermal  
s torage thrustor.  
continuously supplied with electrical power. 
flow, the input power level equals exactly the power loss.  Reduction of losses  
therefore  directly reduces the required input power. It is assumed that the 
thrustor  heat capacity greatly exceeds the heat capacity of the total propellant 
m a s s  heated by the thrustor during a thrust pulse, and that the average over a 
long time of the power absorbed by the propellant is  small  compared to the in- 
put power level. 
are determined by the standby conditions, and the propellant flow can actually 
be t reated as a small  perturbation on these standby conditions. 
The thermal storage thrustor is defined as one which is 
In the steady state, with no gas 
Under these conditions the power requirements for  the thrustor  
There a r e  two principal loss modes associated with the thermal storage thrustor;  
these a r e  radiation and conduction along the input power leads and propellant 
supply tube. 
the thrustor a s  indicated schematically in  figure 23. 
These a r e  treated separately below. Calculations a r e  made f o r  
Radiation Loss 
F o r  a body surrounded by a radiation shield, it is shown in reference 1 that the 
heat lost  by radiation f rom the body is given by 
- 
€0 
where Q is th heat loss in watts/cm2-oK4, A. is  the body surface a r e a ,  u 
is  5. 67 X 10-f2 ,  A1 is the shield surface a r e a ,  c and € 1  a r e  the body and 
shield emissivit ies,  respectively, and To and T1 a r e  the body and shield 
temperatures ,  respectively. 
imation to neglect end effects, and to evaluate the power radiated pe r  unit 
length of the cylindrical thrustor body. 
F o r  the thrustor of figure 23 it is a useful approx- 
Equation (51) can be written 
'Eckert, E. R. G., and R. M. Drake, Jr., Heat and Mass Transfer, p. 405, McGraw-Hill, New York (1959). 
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where r 
the event that the emissivities of the body and the shield are equal, equation 
(52) can be further simplified: 
and r l  a r e ,  respectively, the radii of the thrustor and the shield. In 
0 
- +  (1-d- 
rO '1 
If now there a r e  N such concentric shields, and if Q'  and the geometry a r e  
fixed, there a r e  N t 1 unknown temperatures Ti f o r  a given heat flux. 
tion (53) can be used to relate the temperature of the thrustor to that of the 
first shield, the temperature of the first shield to that of the second, e t c . ,  
yielding N equations. 
shield and the surrounding space. .  This system of equations can then be solved 
fo r  To in terms of the heat flux, the geometry, and the emissivity. 
tion is 
Equa- 
The N t 1s t  comes f rom the radiation between the Nth 
The solu- 
r N l  
(54) 
L n = l  J 
Solutions to equation (54 )  have been obtained using a digital computer, and the 
results a r e  presented below. 
by considering a special case. If the shields a r e  equally spaced by distance 6 , 
and i f  the number of shields is large s o  that the sum can be replaced by an in- 
tegra ,  equation (54) becomes: 
Some physical insight can be gained, however, 
ro + N 6  
ro + 6 
Q' 2--E T: = - ( 5 5 )  
It is clear  from equation (55) that, for a given To, Q' is reduced as c , ro, 
and/or  6 a re  reduced; Q'  is also reduced as N increases ,  but only logarith- 
mically. Therefore, the number of shields which can be usefully employed is 
subject to diminishing returns.  
Figure 38 shows the radiation per unit length in wat t s /cm as a function of num- 
b e r  of radiation shields. 
thrustor outer wall temperature is 2000°K, the thrustor radius is 0. 5 cm,  and 
the emissivity is 0. 3 .  The shield separation, 6 , is taken as a parameter  and 
curves a r e  plotted in figure 26 for values of 6 of 0. 01,  0. 05,  and 0.  1 cm. 
shield thickness is assumed small compared to 6 .  
The assumptions of this calculation a r e  that the 
The 
If the radiation loss  is to be kept below about 2 wat ts /cm,  which is imperative 
i f  the thrustor overall standby heat loss  is to be kept of the o rde r  of 10 watts,  
then the number of shields required is seen to exceed 30 even with the rather 
optimistic value of 0. 01 c m  for 6.  If the shield separation is as much a smi l l i -  
-90-  
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mete r ,  even 100 shields are not sufficient to keep Q' below 2 watts/cm. 
If the emissivity is decreased to 0. 1, the situ.ation is greatly improved. 
39 indicates that only 15 shields would be required at the quite reasonable 
spacing of 1 mm,.if this emissivity can be obtained, to l imit  the loss  per  unit 
length by radiation to 2 wat ts lcm.  
Figure 
The effects of emissivity and shield separat ionare shownagain in figure 40, drawn 
for a total of 20 shields witha thrustor temperature of 2000"Kand radius of 0.5 cm. 
The indicationof this figure is that the emissivity must  not exceed -0.2 i f  Q' is to be 
kept below 2watts/cmwith shield separationdistances of the order  of one-half mill- 
imeter.  F i g u r e  41 shows the effect ofheater diameter onthe required number of shields. 
This analysis has not accounted fo r  radiation f rom the ends of the thrustor; 
however, i t  is thought that proper design can keep this loss  smaller  than the loss  
through the sides f o r  a thrustor with a length-to-diameter ratio greater  than 2 ;  
if  the thrustor can be made with a length to diameter ratio of the o rde r  of 8 o r  
10, this loss can be made very small. 
2. Conduction Loss 
The conduction loss  has been estimated f rom the results of the computer pro- 
gram reported in appendix C. Briefly, the steady state temperature distribu- 
tion obtained from the computer was used to estimate the temperature gradient 
a t  the end of the thrustor section, and this was in  turn used with the thermal 
conductivity and the known c ross  sectional a r e a  to evaluate the heat loss.  F o r  
a 10-watt input power level, which corresponds to a central temperature of 
2000°K, the calculated conduction loss  was 2. 9 watts into the stainless s tee l  
holder and 2 .  7 watts into the tungsten power lead, for  a total of 5. 6 watts. 
is anticipated that the l a rge r  thermal storage thrustor would have a l a rge r  lead 
loss  than the very small  fast heatup unit, so that these estimates may serve as 
lower limit values. 
It 
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APPENDIX E 
THRUSTOR PERFORMANCE DATA 
Tables VI11 through XI1 summarize thrustor performance data at five different 
ammonia flow rates. The data are determined as follows: 
Mass Flow Rate: measured by a positive displacement technique, 
as summarized in the main body of this report. 
Supply Current: 
Supply Voltage: 
Supply Power: 
Lead Losses: 
Heater Power: 
Chamber Pressure:  
Thrust: 
Specific Impulse: 
Thrust  Power: 
Overall Electrical  
Efficiency: 
Overall Total 
Efficiency: 
measured with a precision DC ammeter .  
measured with a precision DC voltmeter near  
the battery power supply terminals,  so that 
lead voltage drops a r e  included. 
calculated as the product of supply cu r ren t  and 
supply voltage. 
measured as a function of current  by replacing 
the thrustor with an essentially ze ro  resistance 
slug. 
calculated as the difference of supply power and 
the lead loss  measured for  the appropriate supply 
cur  rent level, 
measured with a piezoelectric p re s su re  trans- 
ducer, calibrated against a standard p res su re  
gauge. 
measured, for cold ammonia flow, with the 
thrust stand. Calculated, for  hot ammonia flow, 
from the chamber p re s su re  and the value of 
CFAt measured for  cold ammonia flow. 
calculated f rom the ratio of thrust  to mass flow 
rate. 
calculated f rom the thrust  and specific impulse. 
calculated f rom the ratio of thrust  power to the 
heater power. 
calculated from the ratio of thrust  power to the 
sum of heater power plus power in the cold gas  
flow. 
t -97- 
Engine Temperature: measured with an  optical pyrometer .  
Gas Temperature: calculated f rom the enthalpy, which is in turn 
calculated f rom the hot-to cold chamber p re s su re  
ratio. 
Gas Power: calculated f rom the mass  flow rate and the 
computed gas enthalpy. 
Thermal Efficiency: calculated f rom the ratio of (gas power minus 
cold gas power) to heater power. 
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APPENDIX F 
PROPERTIES OF AMMONIA 
Properties of ammonia have been determined a s  a function of temperature to  
3000°K for pressures of 1 and 2 atmospheres, and are shown in tables X U  
and XIV. 
without consideration of kinetics. 
The calculation was based on standard techniques of thermodynamics, 
TABLE XLZI 
PROPERTIES OF AMMONIA 
p = 1 atmosphere 
500 
600 
700 
800 
900 
1000 
1100 
1200 
1300 
1400 
1500 
1600 
1700 
1800 
1900 
2000 
2100 
2200 
2 300 
2400 
2500 
2600 
2700 
28 00 
2900 
3000 
841 
1019 
1117 
1203 
1289 
1375 
1462 
1550 
1639 
1730 
1822 
1914 
200 9 
2105 
2202 
2304 
2410 
2522 
2644 
2778 
2930 
3105 
33 10 
3550 
3835 
4173 
Isp. 
[ se c onds ) 
182 
20 5 
223 
239 
2 54 
268 
28 2 
295 
308 
32 1 
333 
345 
3 57 
368 
379 
3 90 
40 1 
412 
42 2 
43 2 
44 3 
453 
46 3 
47 4 
48 4 
49 5 
9.27 
8.63 
8.54 
8.52 
8.52 
8.52 
8.52 
8.52 
8.52 
8.52 
8.52 
8.52 
8.52 
8.52 
8. 51 
8. 51 
8.50 
8.50 
8.4 
8.46 
8.42 
8.38 
8.31 
8.23 
8.12 
7.98 
p = 2 atmosphere 
h 
(cal/gm) 
768 
1002 
1112 
1202 
1288 
1374 
1462 
1550 
1639 
1730 
1822 
1914 
2008 
2104 
220 2 
2302 
240 5 
2513 
2628 
2753 
28 90 
3043 
3218 
3418 
3651 
3922 
IT' f 
(seconds ) 
178 
204 
223 
239 
2 54 
268 
28 2 
295 
308 
32 1 
333 
345 
3 57 
368 
37 9 
3 90 
40 1 
41 1 
422 
432 
443 
453 
46 3 
47 3 
483 
494 
9.81 
8.73 
8.57 
8.53 
8.52 
8.52 
8.52 
8.52 
8.52 
8.52 
8.52 
8.52 
8.52 
8.52 
8.51 
8.51 
8.51 
8.50 
8.49 
8.48 
8.45 
8.42 
8.37 
8.31 
8.23 
8.13 
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TABLE XIV 
PRESSURE RATIO AS A FUNCTION O F  TEMPERATURE 
FOR CONSTANT MASS FLOW 
T~~~~ = 300°K 
p2 Note: 
'cold 300 M 
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APPENDIX G 
COMPOSITE MATERLALS FOR THERMAL STORAGE THRUSTORS 
The composites were produced by cold pressing mixed metal-metal oxide 
powders and sintering the compacts to  a high density. Based on previous ex- 
perience, 1-micron size tungsten power1 and &micron molybdenum powder2 
were selected fo r  starting materials as they sintered readily t o  high densities 
at 1750°C. The A1203 and Zr02 powders were -325 mesh size. 
microstructure of a 31 weight percent Mo - 69 weight percent Zr02 mixture 
after sintering is shown i n  figure 42. 
A typical 
Figure 43 shows the microstructure of a 50 weight percent Mo - 50 weight 
percent A1203 following sintering. 
after the cold pressing operation, was to inser t  the compacts slowlyinto a 
hydrogen atmosphere furnace set  at 1000°C. 
vented the compacts f rom failing by thermal shock. 
temperature for  30 minutes t o  Ipre-sinter", o r  increase the strength, the 
compacts before raising the temperature for final sintering. Final sintering 
was accomplished by raising the temperature to 1750°C and holding the com- 
pacts for  120 minutes at this temperature. 
of metal-metal oxide mixtures for machining into heater elements. 
The sintering cycle used fo r  all compacts, 
Slow insertion at 1000°C pre- 
They were held at this 
This schedule gave usable samples 
Several compositions of ZrOZ and Mo o r  W have been tested to  determine their  
resistence at room temperature.  
was found rather  than a single resistance as might be expected. This probably 
results f rom inhomogeneities in the microstructure resulting f r o m  inadequate 
mixing o r  differences in  the oxide particle size. The room temperature  re- 
sistance change with composition is shown in figure 44. The most apparent 
fact f rom these curves is the large change in resistance with small alterations 
in composition. The 50 percent M o  -50 percent A1203 mixture had a resis- 
tance of about 10 ohms but A1203 was dropped for Zr02, as Zr02 melts a t  a 
much higher temperature.  
For each composition a resistance range 
Several of the specimens were heated to  1500°C (optical temperature) i n  a 
vacuum of 5 to 50 microns.  
0 .2  t o  0.1 ohms f r o m  a room temperature value of about 15 ohms. 
after cooling to room temperature,  the resistance remained at 0.2 t o  0.1 ohms 
indicating that a permanent change had occurred during the vacuum heating 
cycle. Figure 45 shows the microstructure of the 31 percent Mo -69 percent 
Zr02 sample after heating. 
by the rounding of the Zr02 particles, by the presence of a "phase" within the 
particles,  and by the absence of Zr02 in a portion of the Mo. 
data identified Zro2and Mo as the constituents of these areas with no other 
phases present.  
In all cases at 1500°C the resistance dropped to  
However, 
The change in microstructure is quite apparent 
X-ray diffraction 
Since the t ime and temperature of heating in vacuum were 
-107- 
. 
l e s s  than those f o r  sintering in  hydrogen, the change in  microstructure  must 
be caused by the vacuum atmosphere. 
but cannot be positively identified as the cause of the change. First molybdenum 
oxidizes to  a limited extent i n  a s t 0  50-micron vacuum and this may have altered 
the metal-metal oxide interface to  the extent shown in figure 45. Secondly, 
minor impurities in the oxides may cause reactions in vacuum not found in 
hydrogen, and thus effect the microstructure after vacuum heating. 
sible that the volume of these impuities o r  impurity compounds is not sufficient 
to be detected by X-ray techniques. 
Two possible reactions may have occurred 
It is pos- 
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Figure 42 MICROSTRUCTURE 31% Mo, 69% Zr02 AFTER SINTERING 
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Figure 44 SLUG RESISTANCE VERSUS COMPOSITION 
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